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Gemara: 
● May one wrap his tefillin with money? R’ Chisda: if one designated (hazmana) a turban as a tefillin bag he 

may not use it for something else (i.e. money), but if one designated it for tefillin but it has not yet been 
used OR one put tefillin in, but did not designate it, one is permitted to use it for money. Abaye disagrees 
and says that hazmana milsa hi, all that is required is a designation, even if the turban has not yet been 
used.  

● One can keep his tefillin by his head, but not by his feet (disgrace) to safeguard them. Shmuel says even if 
his wife is with him. A conflicting baraisa contradicts Shmuel and says if one’s wife is with him it is 
prohibited. The gemara states this as a successful refutation of Shmuel. However, Rava says, regardless, 
the halacha follows Shmuel, because it is important for one to protect his tefillin.  

● R’ Yirmiyah says that underneath one’s head is not literal. Rather it means between the pillow and the 
mattress. R’ Chiya says that one should put his tefillin in a bag underneath the pillow with the bulge 
extending outside of the pillow away from the bed. Bar Kafra would tie his tefillin in the curtain of his 
canopy bed facing away. R’ Shisha bar Iddi would put his tefillin on a stool and throw a shawl over them. 
Story of R’ Hamnuna asked to get Rava’s tefillin. 

● The gemara discusses circumstances when one can recite k”s while in bed with another. Shmuel says they 
can recite ks” even if one’s wife is with him. R’ Yosef - only if that person is his wife. Rav Huna backsides 
(aguvos) are not considered erva (case of woman separating challah). One may recite k”s in the presence 
of minor children.  

● R’ Mari: Does pubic hair have the status of erva? R’ Pappa says it is just hair, and you can recite k”s. 
● R’ Yitzchak – tefach isha erva. Something normally covered now uncovered is considered erva. Do not 

recite k”s in front of wife if uncovered. Varying opinions of what is considered ervah with respects to both 
reciting k”s and gazing: R’ Chisda: her thigh; Shmuel: her voice; R’ Sheishes: her hair 

● R’ Chanina: Rebbi hung tefillin in a bag. Unlike sefer torah which requires being placed on top of another 
item.  

● R’ Chanina: Rebbi burped, yawned, sneezed, spit and killed a louse with his clothes, however, did not put 
his tallis back on if it fell during Shemona Esrei. He would cover his mouth when yawning. One who burps 
or yawns while davening is haughty. One who spits while davening is as if he has spit before the king. 
Sneezing from one’s mouth is ok, while sneezing from below (passing gas) is not. One canspit into his 
cloak if saliva materialized. Ravina/Rav Ashi Story.  

● One who allows his voice to be heard is one of little faith. One who raises his voice is like a false prophet. 
R’ Huna: By himself, one is only allowed to make his voice heard in prayer if he has a hard time 
concentrating. In a tzibur he may never raise his voice so not to disturb others.  

 

Halacha:  
● Shulchan Aruch - A tefillin bag cannot be used for something mundane if it has both a) designation 

(hazmana) and b) it has been put to use (like R’ Chisda). 
● Even though it results in a degradation of tefillin, one is allowed to keep his tefillin even if his wife is with 

him, for the safeguarding of the tefillin. 
● If one’s wife is not fully clothed or her hair is uncovered, one may not recite k”s in her presence (and of 

course the same goes for other women). 

  

Inspiration: 
● If one sneezes it is a good omen, because just as you feel relief in this world, you will feel relief in the next 

world. There is a message in everything we experience in this world.  We must learn to feel the joy and 
the expression of Divine kindness even in the smallest of events. 

 


